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In this chapter, we investigated computer vision technique for facial expression
recognition, which increase both - the recognition rate and computational effi-
ciency. Local and global appearance-based features are combined in order to incor-
porate precise local texture and global shapes. We proposed Multi-Level Haar
(MLH) feature based system, which is simple and fast in computation. The driving
factors behind using the Haar were its two interesting properties - signal compres-
sion and energy preservation. To depict the importance of facial geometry, we first
segmented the facial components like eyebrows, eye, and mouth, and then applied
feature extraction on these facial components only. Experiments are conducted on
three well known publicly available expression datasets CK, JAFFE, TFEID and in-
house WESFED dataset. The performance is measured against various template
matching and machine learning classifiers. We achieved highest recognition rate for
proposed operator with Discriminant Analysis Classifier. We studied the perfor-
mance of proposed approach in several scenarios like expression recognition from
low resolution, recognition from small training sample space, recognition in the
presence of noise and so forth.
Keywords: facial expression recognition, multi-level Haar, local mean binary
pattern, local Haar mean binary pattern, classification
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Communication is not possible without some channel. Communication between
human is modeled by two ways: multiplicity and modality. Multiplicity defines
more than one way for the communication and modality defines the way human
senses are used to perceive signals from outer world [1]. Speech and vocal informa-
tion are communicated through the auditory channel, whereas facial expression is
communicated via the visual channel. Organs such as nose, ear, skin provides the
different modalities for the communication. Multi-channel communication is
highly robust; failure of one channel can be compensated by another channel.
Facial expression provides an important behavioral measure for studies of emo-
tion, cognitive processes, and social interaction [2]. For a human being, recognition
of face and facial expression is a trivial task. We discriminate the faces with almost
1
no effort in a fraction of a second. But it is equally challenging to teach a machine to
perform the same task.
Expressions are not mere changes in muscle position, rather a complex psycho-
physiological process. The psychological process of thoughts emerging in mind is
followed by a physiological process in which the thoughts render as expressions on
the face by means of muscle deformation. The muscle movement lasts for a brief
period of about 250 ms to 5 sec. Hence recognizing expressions from the spontane-
ous image is harder compared to posed still images [3].
Recognition of pure expression is difficult to wide range of expressions, as well
as a same expression might have different intensities. Schmidt and Cohn [4] noted
18 unique classes of the expression smile. Intensity of expression can vary from
gentle to peak.
1.2 Expression representation
According to the psychological and neurophysiological studies, there are six basic
emotions. Each basic emotion is associated with one unique facial expression. Facial
expressions can be represented using: discrete category model/Judgmental Coding
Scheme (prototype expressions) or Facial Action Coding System (FACS) model.
1.2.1 Judgmental coding scheme
As the name suggests, the model classifies the expressions on subjective judg-
ment. Prototypic expressions are a subjective measure of the texture like wrinkles,
bulges, furs on the face, which is useful for judging the expression. Ekman and
Friesen categorized expressions into six classes: Happiness (HA), Sadness (SA),
Surprise (SU), Anger (AN), Fear (FE), and Disgust (DI) [5], which are portrayed in
Figure 1. These six expressions serve as a ground truth label, and instead of
distinguishing the comprehensive facial features, most FER systems attempt to
recognize a small set of these prototypic expressions.
The other way of describing expression is using geometry of the face. Judgmen-
tal coding scheme based algorithms use appearance features for expression recog-
nition. Descriptive coding scheme described in next section uses geometry of the
face for expression recognition, which is more robust compared to judgmental
coding scheme. However, extraction of exact Action Unit (AU) is challenging.
1.2.2 Descriptive coding scheme
Later, in 1978, Ekman and Friesen developed the Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [6], which describes and encodes the facial expressions based on the
movements of the facial muscles. These codes are called action units (AUs). FACS
Figure 1.
Basic six expressions postulated by Ekman and Friesen.
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identifies the facial muscles that cause changes in particular facial expression, thus
enabling facial expression analysis. FACS consists of 44 action units describing the
facial behaviors. FACS and the six prototypic expressions form the foundation for
facial expression analysis and recognition research. Figure 2 shows few of the upper
and lower face action units.
Action Units can be additive or non-additive. If the appearance of AU is inde-
pendent, then AU is said to be additive. When expression changes, different AU’s
get activated. In some expression, AU’s are mixed and hence change the appearance
of some AU during muscle deformation. AUs are said to be non-additive if they
modify each other’s appearance [7]. Each expression can be represented as a com-
bination of one or more additive or non-additive AUs. For example, ‘fear’ can be
represented as a combination of AUs 1, 2 4, 5, 7 and 26. Ekman and Friesen reported
more than 7000 such combinations of the AUs [8]. In order to get the expression
estimation, the FACS code needs to be converted into the Emotional Facial Action
System. Even a good trained coder takes one to three hours of time to label one
minute video on a frame by frame basis [9].
1.3 Applications
FER plays a vital role in many applications, such as human-computer interac-
tion, indexing and retrieving images based on expressions, emotion analysis, image
understanding, synthetic face animation, etc. A comprehensive study on recent
advancements in affect recognition and its applications to HCI can be found in a
survey by Zeng et al. [10].
Online Multiplayer Games (MOG) are increasingly becoming popular. Many
FER based MOGs have been studied and proposed [11]. Applications of FER are not
just limited to the physiological domain; rather it has touched many aspects of
engineering, medical, social communication, entertainment, and automation.
Application area of FER covers a broad spectrum, including grading of physical
pain, smile detection [12–14], driver fatigue detection [15], patient pain assessment
[16], video indexing, robotics and virtual reality [3], depression detection [10] etc.
Bartlett et al. [17] have successfully used their face expression recognition sys-
tem to develop an animated character that mirrors the manifestations of the user.
They have also managed to deploy the recognition system on Sony’s Aibo Robot and
ATR’s RoboVie [17]. Anderson and McOwen developed an interesting application
called the ‘EmotiChat’ [18]. It provides set of emojis for the easier and quick
communication. The FERS is connected to this chat application, and it automati-
cally inserts emoticons based on the user’s facial expressions. Recently, Microsoft
developed a fascinating Emotion API [19], which detects the face from an image
and finds the weight of each expression.
Figure 2.
Few of the upper and lower face action units.
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1.4 Scopes and challenges
The main issue in the design of ideal automated expression analyzer is the degree
of automation. All the stages - face detection, facial representation, and expression
classification – should be fully automated. However, incorporation of these opera-
tions in the system depends on an application where the analyzer is to be used. Real-
time performance is not expected if the analyzer is to be utilized for the study of
behavioral science. Whereas, running time of the systems is an important issue for
advanced user interfaces, in which delay of few seconds makes the system non-
effective or non-usable [20].
Expression recognition in the low-resolution environment is almost
unaddressed. Real-time videos like conference recordings, surveillance videos etc.
are normally available in low resolution. Precise recognition of expression in such
environment is challenging task. In 2004, Tian [21] used geometric and appearance
based features to perform expression recognition in low-resolution images. Bartlett
et al. [8] evaluated the performance of Gabor features and achieved noticeable
accuracy. Later, in 2009 Shan et al. [22] investigated Gabor and LBP features for
FER in a similar environment. Jabid et al. [23] evaluated the performance of Local
Directional Pattern (LDP) features for low-resolution images.
To provide the standardized platform, Facial Expression Recognition Analysis
(FERA) challenge events are being held by Social Signal Processing Network
(SSPNET) in conjunction with Face and Gesture Recognition Group. Two such
editions of FERA were held in 2011 at Santa Barbara [24], California and in 2015 at
Ljubljana, Slovenia [25]. FERA 2017 is to be held in Washington, USA in March
2017. FERA brings the researchers across the globe under a common roof to under-
stand and solve the issues of FER.
Based on the study of previous work, we list out following challenges in the field
of facial expression recognition:
• Approaches are evaluated for person dependent databases only.
• Generalizing approach for spontaneous expressions is still an open area.
• The Very little contribution is made for the occluded facial expression
recognition.
• Work cited in the different literature is addressing only one or two databases.
• Facial expression recognition under noisy environment is rarely addressed.
• The system is expected to run effectively on profile views.
• Expression recognition under low-resolution environment is still an almost
unaddressed issue.
2. Multi level Haar wavelet based system
Texture and geometry convey complementary yet important information for
FER. Studies [10] have shown that facial expression information is equally con-
veyed by geometric fiducial points and texture features. It has been observed that
expression might have similar texture features bud different geometric features and
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vice versa [26]. Experiments have shown that combination of both the type of
features could prove better for implementation of FERS [27].
The proposed method detects the facial components, which in turn, effectively
reduces the computation and improves the accuracy. A prototype human face is
shown in Figure 3. Rectangle with dotted border indicates the region of interest
which can further be used for feature extraction. The Larger region itself may
contain smaller regions of interest within it.
2.1 Pre-processing
Preprocessing of the face and locating Region of Interest (ROI) is a crucial step
for robust feature extraction. Segmentation of local facial components leads to
significant reduction in computation cost of both - the feature extraction and
classification. Following Tian [21], Shan et al. [22] and Baughrara et al. [28], we
used fixed eye distance-based approach to normalize the face. Shan et al. [22] fix the
distance between eyeballs to 52 pixels and face is cropped and normalized to
150  110 pixels using prior knowledge of facial geometry. Most of the literature
have preferred manual or semi-automated approach for eye registration. However,
our approach is completely automatic. We used iterative approach for eye registra-
tion. At first, eye pair is detected using cascade object classifier proposed by Viola-
Jones (Refer Figure 4). Eye segment is thresholded and complemented using global
threshold estimation.
Figure 3.
Face prototype and few regions of interest.
Figure 4.
Eye detection using Viola-Jones cascade object detector.
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The binary image contains some unwanted small regions which satisfy the global
threshold. From the prior knowledge, areas with less than 65 pixels are removed, so
that binary image contains only the eyeball region. The thresholded eye region may
not be connected due to the difference in skin tones of the subjects. Morphological
erosion operation is applied with 3  3 structuring element having all 1’s to connect
areas around the eyeball. Let A represents the binary image of eye strip and B is the
structuring element. In integer grid space E, erosion of the binary image A is
defined as,
A⊕B ¼ z∈E j Bz ⊆Af g (1)
Where, Bz is the translation of B by the vector z, i.e.
Bz ¼ bþ z j b∈Bf g, ∀x∈E (2)




represents the spatial coordinates of the centroid of left and right eyes respectively.
Even images are acquired in a controlled environment; head of certain subjects are
not in exact upright frontal position. Such faces introduce alignment error, so we
performed eyeball registration by measuring the angle of the line joining the eye-
balls. If the face is perfectly vertically positioned, then the slope of the line joining
eyeballs would be θ. Otherwise, it would be non-zero, and the face is aligned by
performing negative rotation of the angle around the z-axis. Let Δx and Δy repre-
sent the difference of x and y coordinates of eyeballs. Thus, Δx ¼ rx  lx and Δy ¼
ry  ly. Angle is estimated by taking tan 1 of the slope of the line,




If the angle is greater than the prescribed threshold, then the image is rotated by
negative rotation angle, and the process is reiterated from the eye pair detection
phase. Figure 5 demonstrates the angle estimation for slant face.
Once the angle threshold is adjusted within the range, the image is rescaled such
that distance between eyeballs maintained at 52 pixels. Scaling factor is computed
by normalizing the required eye distance by actual eye distance.
Figure 5.
Angle estimation from eyeball for eye registration.
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Using advanced knowledge of facial geometry, we crop the facial components
based on eyeball position and distance between them. Dimensions used for our
experiments are portrayed in Figure 6.
This process registers the eye of all the images used in the dataset. The registra-
tion process significantly improves the performance. The spatial features would be
more correlated now. We evaluate the performance of upper and lower facial
Figure 7.
Preprocessing flow for face and facial component extraction.
Figure 6.
Facial dimensions estimated from eyeball distance.
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regions for expression recognition, and hence we also cropped top and bottom face
regions. The entire process is explained in Figure 7.
Extracted geometric components are normalized and send to feature extraction
module. The normalized size of the individual component is listed in Table 1.
2.2 Feature extraction
Haar functions were introduced by mathematician Alfred Haar [29]. A Haar
wavelet is the simplest type of wavelet. It decomposes the image into one low-
frequency band and number of high-frequency bands, known as coarse signal and
detail signals respectively. Results are analogs to the output of low pass and high
pass filters. Corse signal is an approximation of luminance and chrominance distri-
bution of the original signal. In discrete form, Haar wavelets are related to a math-
ematical operation called the Haar transform. The Haar transform serves as a
prototype for rest of all wavelet transforms. It provides a natural mathematical
structure for describing the patterns [30].
The digital image is a discrete signal, which is a function of time with values
occurring at discrete positions or time intervals. A discrete signal of length N is
represented as f ¼ f 1, f 2, … , fN
 
. The values f 1, f 2, … , fN are the approximation
of analog signal g, measured at the time intervals t ¼ t1, t2, … , tN . Components of
signal f are obtained as,
f 1 ¼ g t1ð Þ, f 2 ¼ g t2ð Þ, … , fN ¼ g tNð Þ (5)
Haar wavelet decomposes the signal into two sub signals called running average
or trend and running difference or fluctuation. The first trend sub signal, a1 ¼
a1, a2, … , aN=2
 
, for the signal f , is computed by taking a running average of a pair
of components of f . Mathematically, we can compute ai as,
am ¼








is needed in order to
ensure that the Haar transform preserves the energy of a signal.
The other sub signal is called the first fluctuation, which is denoted by d1 ¼
d1, d2, … , dN=2
 
, and it is computed by taking a running difference of a pair of
values of f . In general,
dm ¼




for m = 1, 2, ..., N/2. The Haar transform is performed in several stages, or levels.
The first level is the mapping H1 defined by,
f !H1 a1 j d1
 
(8)
Component Face Eye Mouth Nose
Resolution 150  110 60  90 40  60 70  40
Table 1.
Dimensions of cropped facial components.
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The mapping H1 in Eq. (8) has an inverse. Its inverse maps the transformed
signal a1jd1
 
back to the signal f , via the following formula:
f ¼ a1 þ d1ffiffi
2
p , a1  d1ffiffi
2





For Multi-Level Haar feature extraction, the same decomposition is repeatedly
applied to latest trend signal in each iteration.
2.3 Experimental setup
We conduct the experiments on three widely used comprehensive datasets,
Cohn-Kanade (CK) [31], Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) [32] and Tai-
wanese Facial Expression Image Database (TFEID) [33]. Existing datasets rarely
address the issues of spontaneous expressions. Most of the time, images are
acquired under a static environment with a fixed illumination source. On the other
hand, real-life scenarios are very different. We addressed all possible issues by
considering images of different ethnicity, age, pose, illumination, and occlusion in
WESFED. WESFED dataset was created by collecting the images from google.
Random images have been processed, faces were detected using Viola Jones Cascade
face detector. Each face was manually labeled by 10 persons. SVM based model was
also created to classify the expression of cropped face. Majority voting based
scheme was employed to label the face. WESFED dataset contains subjects from
various country, different age groups, different head positions, varying illumination
condition and so on. Details of a number of images used for the experiment from all
datasets are listed in Table 2.
We considered basic seven expressions anger (AN), disgust (DI), fear (FE),
happy (HA), sad (SA), surprise (SU) and neutral (NE), for our experiment. Sub-
jects from all four datasets with all seven expressions are depicted in Figure 8.
2.4 Result analysis
2.4.1 Optimal parameter selection
The performance of the algorithm is bound to many parameters like a number of
features, the number of images used to train the model, regions size used to com-
pute the features, etc. Derivation of optimal combination of parameters follows
here:
A. Estimation of Number of Eigenvectors
More often than not, kernel methods generate a large feature vector. It has few
obvious disadvantages. Training the classifier with such a large input vector is time-
AN DI FE HA SU SA NE Total
CK 110 120 100 280 130 220 320 1280
JAFFE 30 29 32 31 31 30 30 213
TFEID 34 40 40 40 39 36 39 268
WESFED 130 60 66 204 133 145 182 920
Table 2.
Number of images used for experiment from datasets.
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consuming and often leads to poor generalization. Dimensions of the feature vector
has been reduced by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). To handle the issue of
singular matrix problem, we have employed Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
We applied PCA on original feature vector, and LDA is applied on PCA subspace.
For C class problem, LDA produces (C – 1) features.
To find the optimal number of features, we varied the number of eigenvectors
from 20 to 200 in step of 20. Table 3 shows the performance of discussed approach
on JAFFE against various classifiers with 2-fold cross-validation strategy. Perfor-
mance is reported for two template matching strategy – Chi-Square (CS) and
Cosine distance (CO), and two machine learning classifiers –Least Squares Support
Template Matching Machine Learning APa APIb
# CS CO LS-SVM DA
20 76.43 76.24 71.57 73.48 74.43 0.00
40 91.10 90.33 90.90 91.86 91.05 16.62
60 94.62 93.95 93.19 94.90 94.17 3.12
80 96.05 95.86 95.38 95.76 95.76 1.60
100 96.62 96.52 96.52 96.62 96.57 0.81
120 96.62 96.62 96.43 96.62 96.57 0.00
140 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 0.43
160 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 0.00
180 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 97.00 0.00




Effect of eigenvectors on performance (%), dataset: JAFFE.
Figure 8.
Snapshots of various expressions from JAFFE (first row),TFEID (second row), CK (third row) and WESFED
(fourth row) datasets.
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Vector Machine (LS-SVM) with RBF kernel and Discriminant Analysis (DA) clas-
sifier. Performance of all four classifiers is averaged to find Average Performance
(AP) and Average Performance Improvement (API) is analyzed to select the opti-
mal number of directions for PCA projection.
To choose the optimal number of eigenvectors, we averaged the performance of
all four classifiers. To balance the accuracy-computation trade-off, we choose 140
eigenvectors for the further analysis.
JAFFE dataset contains only female subjects. To add the gender-specific varia-
tion, we also performed the same experiment on TFEID dataset, which includes
50% male and an equal number of female. Although TFEID contains male and
female both gender, JAFFE and TFEID do not have ethnicity diversion. All subjects
in both datasets belong to the same ethnicity. To test the robustness of algorithm
against various diversities, we also conduct the experiment on comprehensive CK
dataset. In CK, 65% of the subjects are female, and 35% are male. 15% of subjects
belong to African-American background and 3% subjects belong to Asian or the
Latino-American background. Images in CK contains large variations in illumina-
tion. We also test the accuracy of the system for our in-house dataset WESFED. We
conducted all experiments on all three datasets with common parameters and
results are shown in Figure 9.
B. Estimation of Region Size.
In the prototypic facial expression, textures such as wrinkles, bulges, furs play a
crucial role. To extract the local texture features, we divided face image into M  N
regions. To find the optimal number of regions, we divide images into 1  1, 3  3,
Figure 9.
Plot of a number of eigenvectors vs. accuracy (%) for (a). JAFFE, (b). TFEID, (c). CK and (d). WESFED
datasets.
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5 5, 7 6 and 9 8 blocks. Bartlett et al. [8], Tian [21], Shan et al. [22], Jabid et al.
[23] have also conducted experiments in these neighborhoods. Larger regions size
fails to capture the texture of small size. Small regions effectively capture local and
spatial relationship. However, after a certain point, the smaller regions introduce
unnecessary computation and feature vector becomes too large to train the classifier
efficiently. We used 100 eigenvectors in the experiment. Performance behavior on
JAFFE and TFEID dataset for a different number of blocks is stated in Figure 10.
With 1  1 region, we can only derive the holistic features, which also suffers
from the feature localization. From the Figure 10, we observed that algorithm
performs well for 7  6 regions on both datasets. From above results, we chose a
number of regions to be 7  6, as it gives a proper balance between accuracy and
computational time. With more regions, dimensions of feature vector grow tre-
mendously and PCA also takes more time to compute covariance matrix, eigenvec-
tor, and eigenvalues of huge feature matrix.
C. Selecting Classifier.
Certain classifiers are good at classifying specific features only. We evaluated the
performance of MLH feature descriptor against various template matching and
machine learning based classifiers. We tested out a system for L2 norm, Chi-Square,
Cosine, Correlation and k-NN based template matching classifiers. We also mea-
sured the performance using various machine learning classifiers like Artificial
Figure 10.
Effect of a number of regions on performance on JAFFE (left) and TFEID (right) dataset. Response for 7  6
regions is better compared other tested regions.
Figure 11.
Performance comparison of different classifiers, dataset: JAFFE.
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Neural Network, Least Square Support Vector Machine (with linear, polynomial
and RBF kernel), Multi-SVM (extension of binary SVM to multi-class SVM),
Logistic Regression, Discriminant Analysis and Decision Tree. Results of all classi-
fiers are compared in Figure 11.
Chi-square and Cosine measure gives the best classification results among all
template matchers. Discriminant Analysis classifier achieves the highest accuracy
among used machine learning classifiers for chosen parameters. A particular
instance of execution is shown here; in general, the performance of LS-SVM is very
close to that of Discriminant Analysis. For further analysis, we used two template
matching (Chi-Square and Cosine) and two machine learning (Discriminant Anal-
ysis and LS-SVM with RBF kernel) classifiers.
D. Performance Analysis in Small Training Sample Space.
An important aspect of learning methods is that they should generalize well on
unknown data. The success of any classifier depends on how quickly adapts to new
and unseen patterns. K-fold cross-validation is the most commonly used validation
technique. A lot of work done in the past reports the use of 10-fold validation,
wherein 90% samples are used for training and the rest are used for testing. Reduc-
tion in a number of training samples has shown to negatively impact the perfor-
mance. Discrimination capability of the proposed methods has been evaluated with
six different cross-validation methods, varying the training samples from 90%,
80%, 70%, 50%, 30% and 10%. Even with 10% training samples, it exhibits far
better accuracy compared to many state of the art methods. Figure 12 exhibits the
behavior of the system for various validation strategies. Varying number of sample
Figure 12.
Performance of various classifiers against different validation methods for JAFFE (left) and TFEID (right)
dataset.
Parameter Chosen value
Number of eigenvectors 140
Number of regions 7  6
Validation method 2-Fold (50% training – 50% testing)
Template matching classifier Chi-square, cosine measure
Machine learning classifier LS-SVM, discriminant analysis
Table 4.
Optimal parameters chosen for result analysis.
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size is used to see the generalization of algorithm. If algorithm can give better
results even with small number of training samples implies proposed algorithm is
able to effectively capture the discriminating features of the image.
Based on the experiments, we choose parameters for the further analysis as
shown in Table 4.
2.4.2 Expression recognition using facial components
It is observed that beauty is a factor which affects the reminiscence of the face.
Faces with higher beauty factor are remembered for a long time. Similarly, certain
facial regions have more influence on recognition rate. We evaluated the impor-
tance of upper and lower facial regions in expression recognition. Eye, eyebrow and
forehead lines show different geometrical movement during certain expressions.
The texture on facial component surface carries essential discrimination informa-
tion. In anger state, eyebrows pulled down, upper and lower lids pulled up, and lips
may be tightened. In the fear state, eyebrows and upper eyelids are pulled up, and
mouth is stretched. During disgust state, eyebrows are pulled down; nose gets
wrinkled and upper lip is pulled up. Similar changes can be observed in other
expressions too. We performed expression recognition using MLH features
extracted from the only eye, only mouth, eye + mouth, and face. Results are stated
in Figure 13 for JAFFE and TFEID datasets.
Results show that performance of FER system with features extracted from
upper face regions is slightly better than features extracted from mouth region.
However, a fusion of both the features outperforms results of individual compo-
nents. Although nose remains in almost same shape and position, for few expres-
sions like disgust and anger, its appearance changes. While the full face is used for
feature extraction, these changes are also incorporated and highest recognition rate
is achieved.
2.4.3 Expression recognition from noisy images
Images acquired in real-time are often noisy. A robust system should be able to
handle the noise. Salt and pepper, Gaussian and speckle noise are the common noise
introduced in the image. We conducted the experiment by manually adding noise in
the images. Noise is added in half of the randomly selected images. The perfor-
mance of the system in a noisy environment is evaluated with various noise param-
eters like mean and variance. The amount of various noise is controlled by the
Figure 13.
Performance evaluation of various facial components on JAFFE and TFEID dataset.
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probability of salt (Pa), the likelihood of pepper (Pb), variance (V) and mean (m).
Effect of different types of noises with varying probability is shown in Figure 14.
Wavelets have shown good applications to noise removal. The selection of
wavelet depends on the energy conservation in approximation subband. Haar pos-
sesses the nice property of signal compaction and energy preservation and hence
they can prove an ideal choice for noise reduction. Salt and pepper noise has very
high impact on the illumination of affected pixels. Robustness to noise is inherent in
Haar. Performance of proposed method in presence of salt and pepper noise is
shown in Table 5.
Gaussian noise is controlled by two parameters, mean and variance. As can be
seen from the Figure 14, Gaussian noise corrupts images visually higher than other
two noises. And hence it has a more diverse effect on accuracy and performance
degrades compared to the presence of salt and pepper noise. Intensity disturbance
created by speckle noise is less compared to Gaussian and hence the effect on
performance is also less compared to Gaussian.
Due to wrinkles and aging, skin of aged people have more texture than younger
ones. Suck skin texture may introduce noise effect in feature vector due to high
variability in skin texture. Perhaps, the noise reduction works better with younger
people.
Figure 14.
Performance evaluation of various facial components on JAFFE and TFEID dataset.
Template matching Machine learning
Variance Chi-square Cosine LS-SVM (RBF) Discriminant analysis
Pa = Pb = 0.01 93.43 93.43 93.52 93.81
Pa = Pb = 0.05 93.52 93.43 93.24 93.52
Pa = Pb = 0.1 94.00 94.00 93.81 94.00
Pa = Pb = 0.2 93.43 93.14 91.05 92.38
Table 5.
Results on JAFFE in noisy environment, noise: Salt & Pepper.
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2.4.4 Expression recognition in low resolution
Resolution can have significant effect on quality of the image. High resolution
images may not be available always. Applications such as surveillance applications,
home monitoring, smart meeting produces low resolution videos, which makes
facial expression recognition difficult [21]. Very little work has been done on low
resolution images. In our experiment, we studied the performance of MLH operator
in four different resolutions: 150  110, 75  55, 48  36 and 37  27. Low-
resolution images are derived by down-sampling the original images. Results on
JAFFE and TFEID are portrayed in Figure 15.
For JAFFE dataset, the average recognition rate of all four classifiers for
150  110 resolution is 95.6%, which is 1.9% higher than the recognition rate in case
of 37  27 resolution, which has an average recognition rate of 93.7%. Performance
degradation with lower resolution is stated in Table 6. Results confirm that the
performance decreases with lower resolution.
It is apparent that recognition of expression becomes difficult from low-
resolution images. Even for a human it gets difficult. Table 6 shows that the
performance degradation for 75  55 is 0.8% but it is as high as 1.9% for 75  55
resolution.
3. Conclusions
This chapter presents preprocessing technique for face registration. Head pose
angle is estimated and the head is rotated if needed to make it up-right frontal pose.
Eyeballs are aligned in order to register the face. In this chapter, we have also
Figure 15.
Recognition rate of MLH in low resolution on JAFFE (left) and TFEID (right) datasets.
Resolution 150  110 75  55 48  36 37  27
Chi-square 95.6 94.8 94.7 93.4
Cosine 95.3 94.1 93.9 93.6
LSSVM (R) 95.7 94.9 94.7 93.4
DA 95.9 95.5 95.3 94.4
Average 95.6 94.8 94.6 93.7
Table 6.
Average recognition rate over all four classifiers.
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proposed Multi-Level Haar (MLH) based facial expression recognition system. The
proposed method extracts level-1 and level-2 approximation coefficients of various
facial components and feature vector are derived by concatenating these coeffi-
cients. Dimensions of the obtained feature vector are reduced by projecting it in
PCA subspace followed by LDA subspace. Performance of the algorithm is evalu-
ated in different scenarios like low resolution, noisy environment, low training
sample space etc. Due to nice properties of Haar, and proper alignment of features
due to preprocessing method, proposed method is able to achieve high recognition
rate in diverse scenarios.
The work could be extended to various real world applications. For example,
expression based song selection application can help users to create playlist of songs
based on their mood and expressions. Face recognition based bio-metrics can be
made more robust and secure by incorporating expression along with face. In class
room, engagement level of the students can also be analyzed based on their facial
expression, which could help teachers to understand the mood of students and
change the teaching style. Facial expression based surveillance systems in shopping
mall can be helpful to understand the customer’s feedback from their expressions.
Recommendation system based on facial expression can auto suggest the products
to the customers. Facial expression plays very crucial role in nonverbal communi-
cation in society at different levels.
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